Gym Divider Curtains
Quality reinforced vinyl. Select a vinyl-coated polyester mesh to facilitate air flow, a tough
solid vinyl to provide a visual barrier between play areas or a combination of mesh on top
and vinyl on the bottom.
Divider Curtain Color Choices
Progressive gym divider curtains are constructed of the highest quality reinforced vinyl. Select a vinyl-coated polyester mesh to
facilitate air flow, a tough solid vinyl to provide a visual barrier between play areas or a combination of mesh on top and vinyl
on the bottom.
18 oz. Vinyl

Mesh

Red, Yellow, Dark Blue, Forest Green, Beige, Gray, Black, Marine Blue, Maroon,
Orange, White

Yellow, Red, White, Blue/Black, Gray, Black
(Blue/Black Mesh not available in Top Roll Dividers)

22 oz. Vinyl

Gray, Red, Blue

Fold Up Curtain

Top Roll Curtain

Progressive Fold Up divider curtains are both functional and
attractive. Constructed of heavy duty reinforced vinyl and vinyl coated polyester mesh, the accordion style folding action
is accomplished by cables running vertically through grommets as the bottom tube is raised. Smooth folding action is
achieved by a 3/4 HP direct drive winch. Virtually invisible in
the raised position, the curtain is mounted to the building
structure. Center line drive shaft spreads weight of curtain
over entire length of curtain for proper alignment, appearance and safety. Available in 18 oz. vinyl.

The Top Roll curtain uses no hoist cables or straps to raise and
lower the curtain. The Top Roll curtain stores within approximately 14" of the roof structure allowing maximum playing
height for low ceilings. 3/4 HP direct drive motor is externally
located at one end of divider and connects to the drive tube
via a durable universal joint. Attractive clean design allows
any combination of vinyl and mesh height. Available in 18 oz.
vinyl.
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Perimeter Curtain

Ridge Fold Curtain

Progressive Perimeter Curtains are ideal for following the
inside or outside perimeter of running tracks within multiuse facilities and field houses. These curtains are designed to
separate the running track from interior basketball or volleyball courts, thereby maximizing facility use and flexibility.

The most effective use of space in a sloped ceiling application.
Progressive’s Ridge Fold curtain design stores in a tighter area
for additional clearance and a cleaner look. Engineered to fit
against the roof frame providing maximum clearance for all
sporting activities. Each Ridge Fold curtain is custom designed
to fit your specific requirements. Constructed of heavy duty 18
oz. reinforced vinyl and vinyl coated polyester mesh. Folding
action achieved by up to 1 HP direct drive winch.

Curtains are constructed of heavy duty reinforced vinyl and
vinyl coated polyester mesh. The fold action is accomplished
by cables running vertically through grommets set into the
curtain and anchored to the bottom tube. The radius curtains
utilize double universal joints to allow the drive system to
closely follow the required curvature. The smooth folding action is achieved by direct drive winch. The curtain is mounted
to existing building structure and curves to match existing
facility curvatures.

Maintenance Free Power
Progressive Motorized Divider Curtains come with a state of
the art, direct drive winch, powered by a 3/4 HP motor that
quickly raises curtains to stored position. It uses no belts or
chains and is virtually maintenance free!
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Gym Divider Curtains & Practice Cages

Roll Up Curtain

Walk Draw Curtain

Progressive Roll Up divider curtains offer an attractive way
to divide your facility. Curtain is raised by heavy duty hoist
belts rotating a 31/2" diameter tube. Constructed of heavy
duty reinforced vinyl and vinyl coated polyester mesh for
an attractive, wrinkle free appearance. The smooth rolling
action is achieved by a 3/4 HP direct drive winch. Virtually
invisible in the raised position, the curtain is mounted to the
building structure and requires only a 2' storage space for
maximum ceiling clearance. Center line drive shaft spreads
weight of curtain over entire length of curtain for proper
alignment, appearance and safety.

Designed for manual operation, the Progressive Walk Draw
divider curtain is a cost effective way to separate areas of your
gymnasium. Easy to use, the curtain is moved by pulling the
curtain along a ceiling-suspended track that is designed to store
along a perimeter wall. Ball bearing wheels ensure a smooth,
gliding action. Available in solid vinyl, all mesh or a combination
of both fabrics to customize the look of your curtain.

Retractable Multi-Sport Practice Cages
Multi-Sport Practice Cages have a variety of uses including baseball, golf, tennis, soccer etc. allowing for practice year round.
Cage is easily raised and lowered by a drive shaft powered by
an electric winch. Standard size is 10' high X 12' wide X 70' long
and can be customized to virtually any size. Standard netting
color is white. Also shown with optional black netting. Available
as Bottom-Lifting, Center-Lifting and Side-Lifting models.

Bottom-Lifting Practice Cage

Center-Lifting Practice Cage
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